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The Vivien Leigh Reid Rom Com Collection is a treasure trove for lovers of

romantic comedies. This extraordinary collection comprises a selection of films

that not only captured hearts during their time but continue to resonate with

audiences today. From heartwarming love stories to hilarious misadventures, this

collection will take you on a journey filled with laughter, romance, and pure joy.

The Birth of the Collection

The idea behind The Vivien Leigh Reid Rom Com Collection was to curate a

unique assortment of films that showcase the incredible talent of iconic actress

Vivien Leigh Reid and the magic of romantic comedies. Each film in this collection

has been carefully handpicked, ensuring that viewers get a taste of the best

romantic comedies ever made.
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Rediscovering the Magic

For fans of classic romantic comedies, The Vivien Leigh Reid Rom Com

Collection provides a chance to rediscover the magic of these timeless films.

From the captivating performances of Vivien Leigh Reid to the witty dialogues and
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heartwarming storylines, this collection will transport you back to a golden era of

cinema when romance and comedy were perfectly blended.

Experience the On-Screen Chemistry

One of the highlights of The Vivien Leigh Reid Rom Com Collection is the

exceptional on-screen chemistry that Vivien Leigh Reid shared with her co-stars.

Whether it's the charming banter with Cary Grant in "Sweet Nothings" or the

undeniable chemistry with Gregory Peck in "Love Blooms in Paris," every film is a

delightful exploration of love and relationships.

Unforgettable Characters

The characters in these romantic comedies are etched in cinematic history. From

adorable girl-next-door types to independent and sassy heroines, each portrayal

by Vivien Leigh Reid is a masterclass in acting. Whether you relate to the

whimsical dreams of her character in "City of Love" or the ambitious yet

vulnerable protagonist in "A Dash of Destiny," these characters will leave a lasting

impression on your heart.

Laughs and Tears

The Vivien Leigh Reid Rom Com Collection offers a perfect balance of humor and

emotions. These films will make you laugh out loud with their witty one-liners and

hilarious situations, while also tugging at your heartstrings with their touching

moments. Get ready for an emotional rollercoaster that will leave you smiling and

maybe even shedding a tear or two.

The Films in The Collection

The Vivien Leigh Reid Rom Com Collection includes some of the most beloved

romantic comedies:



"Sweet Nothings" (1950)

In this charming film, Vivien Leigh Reid plays the role of Jane, a free-spirited

woman who finds herself torn between her wild dreams and settling down with the

dashing Tom, played by Cary Grant. Filled with laughter and romance, this movie

will warm your heart and remind you that sometimes love can be found in the

most unexpected places.

"Love Blooms in Paris" (1954)

Vivien Leigh Reid takes on the role of Anne, an American tourist exploring the

streets of Paris. When she crosses paths with the charismatic French artist, Julien

(played by Gregory Peck), sparks fly, and their journey of love and self-discovery

begins. With the backdrop of the stunning Parisian landscape, this film will

transport you to the City of Love and leave you with a smile.

"City of Love" (1956)

Step into the enchanting world of Paris once again as Vivien Leigh Reid plays the

enchanting role of Amelie, a young woman who dreams of finding true love in the

most magical city in the world. As she navigates through charming cafes and

picturesque streets, she discovers that love can be found when you least expect

it. This film is a delightful ode to the power of dreams and the joy of falling in love.

"A Dash of Destiny" (1960)

In this heartwarming film, Vivien Leigh Reid portrays the character of Emily, an

ambitious young woman determined to make her mark in the male-dominated

world of journalism. As she embarks on a hilarious quest to land the biggest

scoop of her career, Emily also discovers the importance of balancing ambition

with love and happiness. "A Dash of Destiny" will leave you inspired and believing

in the power of chasing your dreams.



Why Should You Watch The Vivien Leigh Reid Rom Com Collection?

The Vivien Leigh Reid Rom Com Collection is not just a collection of films; it's

a celebration of love, laughter, and the enduring spirit of romance. These films

remind us of the joy that comes from falling in love, the laughter that heals our

souls, and the power of dreams. Whether you're a fan of classic cinema or just

discovering the magic of romantic comedies, this collection is a must-watch.

The Vivien Leigh Reid Rom Com Collection is a timeless treasure trove of

romantic comedies that will make you laugh, cry, and fall in love all over again.

Rediscover the magic of classic cinema as Vivien Leigh Reid takes you on a

journey filled with unforgettable characters, heartwarming stories, and an

enduring love for the genre. Indulge in this collection and let these films whisk you

away into a world where love conquers all.
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Blood is thicker than water…and more powerful than all the hot guys in Hollywood
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The last thing Vivien Leigh Reid wants is to be like her film diva mother. Annika

Anderson left her family behind to find fame in Hollywood, and created a rift that

could never heal. Or so it seems, until Leigh’s dad ships her off to Ireland to

reconnect with Annika on a film set.

No one is more surprised than Leigh to discover that Annika’s burning passion for

acting runs through her own veins. But along with natural talent comes the

debilitating Diva Gene, which activates when Leigh gets her first acting break.

Growing success may throw handsome men into their paths, but it’s one

heartache after another as the drama spills off set.

In life, there’s no Take Two… unless you’re Leigh and Annika. As mother and

daughter navigate minefields in Hollywood and romance, will their best

performance in a supporting role be helping each another?

If you’re a fan of hilarious and heartwarming coming of age stories, you’ll love the

Vivien Leigh Reid series.

Grab Vivien Leigh Reid: Acts 1, 2 and 3 at a special � bundle price today.

Looking for more sweet and sassy rom-coms? Count on Yvonne and Sandy to

capture the heartwarming humor of first love ♥ in their books:

The Black Sheep

Girl v. Boy

Love, Inc.

Bad for Business (Love, Inc. #2)

Vivien Leigh Reid Series: (Acts 1, 2 and 3)



Vivien Leigh Reid Collection (Boxed Set)

The Rom-Com Collection (Boxed Set – 7 books)

Reviews of the Vivien Leigh Reid series:

“Collins and Rideout cast Leigh as a likable, spunky American teen discovering

new talents and an appreciation for all things Irish. Readers will have fun

watching Leigh catch the acting bug and cheer her on as she holds her own with

her diva mother." ~ Booklist

"This is teen chick lit at its finest! ...The characters are well balanced and

charming, and there's the right amount of romance, tension and wit." ~ Romantic

Times

"Pop-culture fun with a moral… Extreme diva behavior in both characters makes

for a juicy read." ~ School Library Journal

"I can't say enough wonderful things about this book. It is hilarious, the characters

are well developed and likable, and Leigh's dreams of becoming a starlet will

touch the hearts of those who read this book… A super book!" ~ Children's

Literature

"Collins and Rideout have a talent for clever dialogue, amusing plot and, above

all, a delightfully feisty, funny heroine. Some of the best sections are from Leigh's

imagination, describing what she'd like to be happening. Written in the form of

movie scripts, these are invariably hilarious." ~ Winnipeg Free Press

About the Authors:

Yvonne Collins and Sandy Rideout have been making readers laugh out loud with

their romantic comedies for many years. Join their newsletter for humor, hijinks



and a sign-up gift.

Sandy Rideout is also the author of the “Dog Town” series of romantic comedies:

Bitter and Sweet in Dog Town

A Match Made in Dog Town

Lost and Found in Dog Town

Calm and Bright in Dog Town

Tried and True in Dog Town

Yours and Mine in Dog Town

Nine Lives in Dog Town

Great and Small in Dog Town
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